Visualization of an algorithm offers only a rough picture of operations. Explanations are crucial for deeper understanding, because they help the viewer to associate the visualization with the factual meaning of each detail. We present a framework based on path testing for associating instructive explanations and assignments with a constructive self-study visualization of an algorithm. The algorithm is divided into blocks, and a description is given for each block. The system contains a separate window for code, flowchart, animation, explanations, and control. Assignments are based on the flowchart and on the coverage conditions of path testing. Path testing is expected to lead into more accurate evaluation of learning outcomes because it supports systematic instruction in addition to more free trial-and-error heuristics. A qualitative analysis of preliminary experiences with the prototype indicates that the approach helps a student to reflect on her own reasoning about the algorithm. However, a prerequisite for an successful learning process with the environment is a motivating introduction, describing both the system and the main idea of the algorithm to be learned.
Introduction
A major challenge in Computer Science education is that of learning algorithmic thinking and a related skill, namely programming. While an algorithm is on a more abstract level than a program, they require a similar readiness from a student: she has to be able to comprehend the core, idea, or essence of a computational process, not just its step-by-step running-time behavior with a given input.
Quite often, a hindrance of learning is due to reasoning in a narrow or conventional way. A student concentrates on peripheral issues rather than strives her way into the nucleus of a new topic. In the case of programming, this might lead into an entirely incorrect misconception of a program's key idea.
Computer science educators have tried to solve the problem of learning an algorithm by the help of various visualization tools [4, 6, 8, 11, 17] . From a pedagogical perspective, one could divide them into two groups: the ones targeted for instruction and the ones for construction. The first category covers environments consisting of fancy ready-made animations with a possible teacher's voice explaining the algorithm. These animation packages fit well into a teacherdirected learning context. In the second category we have tools, which can be used by the learners themselves for designing their own visualizations; they work for more open-ended learner-centered settings.
In a self-study situation, a student makes use of both instructive and constructive learning tools. To compensate the lack of a teacher, a tool has to mimic a teacher by explaining an algorithm, if possible, on-the-fly. A crucial question is how to provide a student with an environment where she can freely study an algorithm and, at the same time, get instructive feedback on the essential stages of it.
The efficiency of the visual learning tools, whether instructive or constructive, is hard to assess. However, there seems to be a tentative resolution that at least constructive tools help a learner to get a deeper insight into a given algorithm or program. The problem is, however, that in most environments the effort of building an animation takes at least the same time as learning the algorithm in some other way.
Although a constructive animation environment may open the "black box" of a program, its abstract contents might still remain hidden for the visitor. Indeed, the learner will follow how the program runs on a given input, but that is usually not definitely the whole truth. As an example, consider an implementation of the bubble sort working on a sorted sequence.
In the process of understanding the essence of an algorithm or a piece of code, it would, therefore, be attractive to develop technologies which do not only take a learner as a visitor of a black box onto a single ride, corresponding to a program run with one input. Instead, the environment should welcome her as a season-card resident of the box, to get acquainted in the whole box, now as a "glass box". This means that the system should try to help the user to take all the typical paths of the program. This setting is closely related to path testing [2] , a widely used software testing technique, where one considers various coverage measures based on paths in the control flow graph of a program.
Naturally, path testing could be used in many ways, and also in conjunction with an instructive or a constructive visualization tool. Basically, a semiautomatic guide could give hints on those paths which the student has not yet discovered. This mechanism could be used within a code editor as well as a visualization tool. Obviously, the bottom-up approach to learning an algorithm by different instances corresponding to different inputs raises questions. For example, what happens if the learner only tries out peripheral or trivial cases, even in a random way? To overcome these kinds of difficulties, a learning environment based on path testing should have instructive features. Especially, it should tutor the student to cover all the paths, and after that, following the tradition of Pólya [15] , reason about the idea behind all these paths.
Different learners have various kinds of problems in understanding the character of a given program. A promising idea behind the path testing is that each learner can usually start with a path which is simple for her to understand, and then proceed to more demanding paths. Reasoning about the meaning of paths is probably an efficient way to transfer one's understanding above the current zone of proximal development [19] . This learning process can probably take place also within a community of learners, whether physical or virtual.
Intuitively, the idea of path testing comes from tracing potential paths in a flowchart representing a given program. This intuition might mislead one to suspect that the tested paths have to be presented visually on a flowchart. This is, however, not the case. In fact, the idea of path testing is independent of any single visual representation but rather reflects the abstract idea of an algorithm under study. Thus, it can be applied not only in various visualization tools, but virtually in any program concretization environment.
Unlike current technology trends for learning which aim at producing massive but mostly static learning materials for virtual universities, the idea of path testing is based on the need for tools which support learning of skills. Compared to learning knowledge from Web-stored digital libraries, path testing takes learners into an environment where they are supposed to learn and create new ideas by actively identifying novel paths.
The rest of the paper has been organized as follows. We start with introducing some basic concepts of path testing in Section 2. In Section 3 we sketch the guidelines of the learning environment of a new kind for studying algorithms. In Section 4 we describe a pilot environment we made to test our ideas in practice. Before discussing ideas on future development in Section 6, we report results of a qualitative evaluation of our prototype in Section 5.
Path Testing
Path testing [2, 5] is a widely-used glass box testing technique, i.e. the source code of a program to be tested is known. A test case corresponds to a certain value combination of input variables. Each test case induces a path in the flow graph of the program. One considers the paths corresponding to a set of test cases under certain coverage conditions. Test coverage analysis is the process of finding areas of a program not exercised by a test set, i.e. a set of test cases. This involves creating additional test cases to increase coverage and identifying redundant test cases that do not increase coverage. The aim is a complete coverage with a test set of minimal size.
There are several measures of test coverage. The most common ones are the following: Statement coverage is satisfied, when every statement is executed at least once with the test set. Branch coverage is satisfied, when every edge of the flow graph of the program is applied at least once with the test set. Multiple condition coverage is satisfied, when every possible true/false combination of Boolean sub-expressions of each Boolean expression occurs. Path coverage is satisfied, when the test set contains a test case for every possible control path in the flow graph of the program.
Clearly path coverage includes branch coverage which in turn satisfies statement coverage. Multiple condition coverage is similar to branch coverage but has better sensitivity to the control flow. However, multiple condition coverage does not necessarily imply branch coverage and path coverage does not guarantee multiple condition coverage in a general case.
Path coverage has the advantage of requiring very thorough testing. Because the number of paths is exponential to the number of branches, full path coverage is seldom useful. In practice weaker measures are used instead of the full path coverage.
As said above, the aim of coverage analysis is to find a test set of minimal size satisfying a certain coverage condition. Because of the difficulty of this optimization problem, one must be satisfied with approximate solutions in practice. The following test sets of pairs (a, b) satisfy the coverage conditions presented above: (3, 6) , (4, 5) , (4, 6)} Path coverage:
Note that in this case, multiple condition coverage does not hold for the test set satisfying path coverage and vice versa.
The algorithm is divided into blocks. A basic block [1] is a sequence of statements in which flow of control enters at the beginning and leaves at the end without outgoing or incoming branching in the middle. In addition to the linear division to basic blocks, it is beneficial to consider a hierarchical division and apply stepwise refinement [18] , because the hierarchy promotes learning of complex algorithms. On the lowest level a block is approximately a basic block. On the highest level there is only one block. Descriptive names could be associated with the blocks.
We use the Boyer-Moore-Horspool (BMH) algorithm [7] for string matching as an example algorithm in order to show how the idea of path testing supports the learning process. String algorithms provide Computer Science educators with a challenge. How to make students-even on an advanced level-understand the distinctive idea of an algorithm which consists only of few lines? A block hierarchy of BMH is given in Figure 1 . Some of the blocks may be left without refinement, like the initialization on the first four lines in Figure 1 . An explanation describing pre and post conditions and the meaning of actions is given for the blocks. Besides the block descriptions, a general review of the algorithm and explanations of the meanings of the variables are also given. The environment contains a separate window for code, flowchart, animation, explanations, and control. The code window shows the code of the algorithm with the active line highlighted.
The flowchart window is a novel feature. The user may get several views of the execution. The first view shows a single path in the flowchart. Alternatively, the history of execution is shown as a colored worm creeping along the flow lines. The second view shows the activity of flow lines. Applied paths are shown such that the width of a line reflects the number of applications. Statement coverage can be checked with this view. The third view is for examining multiple condition coverage. Conditional branch nodes have a mark for every combination of Boolean primaries, which are typically relational expressions. The color of a mark indicates which combinations have occurred. The environment provides students with assignments in order to lead them to a more profound understanding and at same time to monitor their learning. Suitable assignments include:
-Give inputs for statement, branch, and multiple condition coverage.
-One of the blocks is left without explanation. Give an explanation.
-Explain how the algorithm proceeds in given situations. -Some algorithm specific problems.
Because the assignments are prepared in advance, possible problems in the coverage of test sets can be ruled out. The answers consisting of test sets are fairly straightforward to check automatically.
There are several ways the environment can be used. In addition to giving traditional classroom presentation, one can define a homework assignment. In the case of the BMH algorithm, the student may be asked to define a pattern that satisfies statement coverage. In this example it turns out that statement coverage could be satisfied by only one pattern which occurs in the text. Generally this type of question could be rephrased by asking the student to define a set of patterns that satisfies the given condition, i.e., the statement, branch, multiple condition, or path coverage.
Also questions concerning some special features of the algorithm could be asked. In the case of the BMH algorithm, we could ask for a pattern that causes the algorithm "behave badly" (e.g. the algorithm examines each character of the text).
The assignments are formulated in such a way that in many cases a solution may be verified in the environment. After a student thinks that she has solved the given problem, she can simulate the algorithm in the environment, which provides immediate visual feedback of the correctness of the solution.
Questions dealing with explanations are open in the sense that there is not just a single correct solution for them. Therefore it is not possible to provide unique visual feedback about the correctness of a given answer. However, this kind of questions are suitable for classroom discussions.
Prototype
We implemented a prototype environment to test our ideas in practice. The prototype shows the current values of data structures in a discrete animation of the BMH algorithm. The system has separate code, control and explanation windows. The flowchart window was not implemented, but some of its functions were incorporated with the code window. Instead of a hierarchical block view of the algorithm, code lines are used as blocks.
We chose Matrix [10, 12] for the application framework on top of which the prototype was implemented. Matrix is a platform independent visualization and simulation framework that provides extensive set of building blocks for visualizing data structures and algorithms. Even though Matrix is not primarily intended for code animation, but for concept animation and simulation of data structures, it turned out to be suitable for fast prototyping of the new system. The abstraction for visualizing string matching algorithms for this experiment took about 20 hours to complete. Additional 20 hours were used to improve the prototype based on the feedback gathered during testing. Thus, we expect that the creation of similar visualizations for another algorithm will take significantly less time, even if the author were not familiar with the framework. The abstraction for visualizing string matching algorithms has been included in the current version of the Matrix package which is freely available at Matrix homepage [14] .
The visualization consists of six separate elements (see a screen snapshot in Figure 3 ) which are the animator components (buttons labeled Backward, Forward, Begin, End, Play, Reset beginning here, and the slider bar), the array Pattern P , the array Shift Table D, the two representations of the BMH algorithm (the array representation labeled Text S and the code view representation titled Boyer-Moore-Horspool Algorithm), and finally the optional text window labeled "Description". The user may freely alter the characters in arrays P and S. Finally, when ready to execute the algorithm, she just drag & drops the pattern array into the text array on the screen and the system invokes the actual method implementing the BMH algorithm with the given parameters. Now the visualization sequence appears in the animator and it could be examined through the animator interface. In addition, the execution of the algorithm could be repeated as many times as required with different inputs P and S.
Creating Code Visualization
The execution of the algorithm causes the animator to store all the method invocations during the execution in such a way that they could be revoked later on. Thus, the changes to the data structures involved could be restored. This and the issues dealing with data structure visualizations are taken care of the Matrix framework and is not discussed here any further. However, the code visualization is a new feature within Matrix, thus we examine that issue slightly closer.
The actual implementation of the target algorithm A should be written in Java as the Matrix is written in Java. However, the code visualization does not show this actual implementation to the user directly but an abstraction A of it. This abstraction could be written in any language or it could be some kind of pseudo-code presentation or even a plain textual description. In order to make the connection between these two representations of the algorithm, the visualizer should annotate the actual algorithm A by "timestamping" the code lines of the abstraction A . We chose this post-mortem technique [16] rather than live visualization because it allows the user to have complete control of the animation (speed, direction, levels of abstractions shown, etc.).
The abstract algorithm A is defined by implementing the interface Code that serves as our abstraction for code visualization. Code includes a set of CodeLines that is another abstraction for a single code line representation. The actual algorithm should be annotated in such a way that the algorithm should invoke CodeLine.stamp(int time) method for each CodeLine just before the actual operation is performed. This assigns a new timestamp for the corresponding code line. Based on this information, Matrix is capable of visualizing the execution of the code as long as the implementation of Code can provide a clock (method int getT ime()) that returns the "current time" at any point during the animation.
In addition, the CodeLine interface has a method that could return additional information about the state of the algorithm. Thus, the visualizer can provide a description about the state of the algorithm, the purpose of a single code line, questions concerning the algorithm, etc.
Examining of an Algorithm
To be able to examine the execution of an algorithm A stepwise, the algorithm is first run without visualization. At this point all the lines visited are shown with different color than those lines which were never executed. This was easy to accomplish because those lines never executed still have the timestamp zero and all the other lines have timestamp greater than zero. This approach demonstrates how the statement coverage is illustrated.
The six animator buttons and the slider bar allow the user to freely traverse through the animation sequence. The five buttons at top of the animator are self-explanatory. The sixth button "Reset beginning here" is used for adjusting the beginning of the animation sequence at given position and thus helps the user to, for example, mark and jump easily to the beginning of the last execution of the algorithm at any time. Moreover, the slider bar could be used to jump at any position in the animation sequence. This kind of interactive algorithm animation helps the user to figure out, for example, why some portions of the code were never executed.
As mentioned above, there are two representations for the BMH algorithm. One illustrates only the text S and the other that includes the algorithm. Because of the nature of Matrix, both of these conceptual views represent the very same physical object that is an instance of the class implementing the string matching abstraction. Thus, there exists only one implementation for the BMH algorithm even though we have two simultaneous representations. Moreover, while the execution of the algorithm makes changes to the shared physical data structures, both representations are updated synchronously. For example, in the upper array representation of the text the changes are expressed by darkening the array position i, if it is accessed at line 8 or 11 in the lower code representation.
In the code view the active line of execution is highlighted. Moreover, the lines executed just before the active line are highlighted with lighter shades to illustrate the progress of the program. In addition, an optional text box could be attached to each code line describing the state of the algorithm. In our demonstration this feature is used for describing the pre and post conditions and the meaning of actions for each code block as mentioned in Section 3.
Experiences
The prototype was tested with several CS major students, which did not have any prior knowledge about the topic. The first two students gave feedback that was used to improve the prototype before it was introduced to the third student. The final version was fine-tuned based on this latter test case and evaluated by some colleagues. This iterative and incremental design approach gave us the chance to validate and fine-tune the prototype enough to make all the critical design decisions. We discuss the final version shown in Figure 3 and also the improvements made, because the testing process showed that lack of some minor details could have dramatic influence on the learning curve.
The first and expected outcome was that it is not obvious that the students use the system as we expect them to do. For example, the first student tried to completely master the algorithm before starting to watch the visualized simulation. This was somewhat bizarre because we believed that it is the simulation that could be the philosopher's stone to accomplish this task. However, the static code frame is a natural starting point, and the first student spent quite a long time simulating the algorithm in his mind, instead of using our system to do the simulation process. Finally, after the first student managed to solve the assignment, he was asked to teach the algorithm to the second one. Even though, the environment forced the first student to use the simulation to complete the assignment, he did not use the simulation capabilities for demonstration purposes while explaining the exercise to the second student. They even used pen and pencil while they discussed the algorithm. Again, the simulation came into the picture after the second student was sure enough of the correctness of his solution and he had the courage to try to solve the assignment.
However, the fact that we should encourage the students to freely explore the algorithm with the system was taken into account when the system was introduced to the third student. A few minutes were spent to illustrate the functionality before the student was let to try it on his own. This time the student started to use the visual debugger at once. He also managed to clarify for himself the logic of the algorithm just by running the algorithm once step by step with the default input. However, also this time the interaction between the user and the system increased during the session. The better he understood the algorithm the more he used the interactive capabilities of the system. The bottom line is that all of the students benefited most from the fact that the system could verify their thinking process and this way give feedback of their performance.
We also noticed that we must provide the student "the big picture" in order to get the learning process started. This is even more important in the case of interactive tools than in the case of traditional methods, because the user cannot predict the amount of material she has to go through. For the time being, our prototype does not include any overall description about the topic or the algorithm, thus the first student really had to struggle before he got some idea of how the algorithm works. Even though normally students are familiar with the topics to be studied, we believe that the overall idea should be provided in order to bring the context in students' mind.
Much of the observed experiences can be interpreted by referring to the individual differences in students' learning styles. Some prefer text-based information to visual one, others find holistic presentation a natural one compared to serial presentation. Basically, a learning environment should adapt to these differences. Adaptive mechanisms are usually rather hard to implement; however, simpler ideas solve the problem at least partly.
For example, texts and other representations can be redundant to some extent. This is because interactive tools, much like regular education, do not represent the whole content at once, but reveal it piece by piece. Thus, for example, the overall idea can be zoomed to highlight further details after the student has discerned the big picture. To quote a Latin proverb, Repetitio mater studiorum est.
We had an option to represent the actual algorithm in Java instead of an abstraction of it. However, representing only an abstraction allows more economic illustrations and hiding of unnecessary details. This leads to better understanding of the logic of an algorithm and reduce problems due to language-specific issues. Moreover, the algorithm may be presented in any language, even in a pseudo language. Of course, this approach requires additional work because of the mapping between the actual algorithm and the abstraction of it.
Future Perspectives
Since our path testing environment is at a stage of an early prototype, there are many alternatives for further development.
First of all, the path testing idea is not at all restricted to our current implementation. It could be incorporated, for example as a tutoring agent, into existing visualization tools. For example Jeliot [3, 6] could be expanded to allow interruptions where a user could assign new values into variables. This way she could study what happens at a loop's end or similar steps of execution. This kind of on-the-fly path testing helps a student to concentrate on the part of the code which she is most interested in.
Path testing can also be used within other kinds of program concretization tools. This is particularly relevant in learning environments targeted at younger learners or K12 programs. For example a flow chart could be easily implemented as a three-dimensional playground where a student could adventure along pipelines. Also robotic learning environments for experimental programming, like Lego/Logo [9] or Empirica Control [13] , could get new flavor when a user had to check all potential paths of a robot's behavior.
Since path testing clearly emphasizes the semantics of the program, it could also be applied to a visual proof of the program's correctness. This way the otherwise complicated concepts of semantics could be made more concrete and learned along with introductory programming.
The idea of path testing gives new opportunities to establishing net-based or local learning communities among Computer Science students. Students can reason about their programs in teams, and they get a concrete common space within the realm of a program. Also, exciting competitions can be arranged, like which team is the first one to uncover the secret of a program.
The bottom-up approach of path testing is not only its restriction. Paths discovered and experienced by different students, can serve as crucial steps for a holistic view of the algorithm under study.
Finally, while the system can support the learner by pointing out multiple paths of execution and adjusting the level of detail, it should probably be extended by a particular instructing tool. This tool could open up the interaction by motivating the students to make use of system's capabilities and the whole path testing approach.
